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It seems since I became Chair of

energywatch in 2004 that every

year has been a crunch year for

energy consumers.

Unrelenting price rises, policy

initiatives designed to achieve

carbon reduction and fuel poverty

targets, and regular spikes of

customer service failure have put

energy consumers at the heart of

the news and the public policy

agendas.

However, throughout these four years,

energywatch has been able to help

consumers deal with the practical

challenges that they have faced.

Last year out of almost 600,000

consumers who contacted

energywatch, almost half needed

more help than just simple guidance

and information. We were able to

recover £9,700,000 in compensation

and reductions in bills for them.

Almost without exception, the trend

in the number of the difficult cases

that we handle and the amount of

compensation that we recover has

increased year on year. Since I

became Chair of energywatch, we

have provided this complex level of

support for over 1 million consumers

and we have recovered almost £30

million in compensation for them.

This level of practical advocacy has

also been an effective catalyst for

change in policy, and has led to

generic changes beneficial to

consumers across all energy

companies.

Energy companies are aware that

there is a cost for ignoring their

customers. But, in the resolution of

individual problems and in sorting

out the root cause of those problems,

energywatch has had to be dogged

and determined to make all

companies face up to their

responsibilities.

Over recent years consumers have

become more confident about

engaging with the energy market,

whether to improve the level of

service they receive or to get a better

deal. energywatch has led the way in

helping consumers who can switch to

do so effectively. We have also

pushed hard to improve the

opportunity for others less able to do

so, including those on prepayment

tariffs.

As energywatch comes to an end,

other bodies will take over our role.

It will be a matter of regret for many

in energywatch that a body, whose

sole focus is on the needs of energy

consumers, will disappear.

In all our work, from our inception in

2001 we have been fortunate to have

exceptional Council Members who

have been well supported by our Lay

Committees. We have formed many

effective partnerships with a wide

range of stakeholders and have had,

from our point of view productive, if

not always settled, relationships with

the energy companies.

All this has been driven by an

energetic and committed Chief

Executive, backed up by exceptionally

well qualified and professional staff.

It is to them that we owe our special

thanks. Most of them will move to

pastures new but I am confident that

the competence and care that they

showed here will be deployed as

effectively as it was at energywatch,

wherever they choose to go.

Our thanks and good wishes to them,

and to everyone who has worked with

us over the past seven years.

Ed Gallagher

Chair

Ed Gallagher
Chair

Chair’s Statement
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Allan Asher (Chief Executive) joined
energywatch from the Consumers’ Association
where he was director of campaigns and
communications. Previously as deputy
chairman of Australia’s competition and
consumer protection agency, the ACCC, Allan
was responsible for the economic regulation
of gas and electricity transmission. A barrister
and solicitor, Allan has held director posts in
consumer protection bodies for 20 years and
has extensive experience in the promotion of
the economic interests of consumers in
developing countries.

Andrew Horsler has been a council member since
2000 and acted as chair between January and
March 2004. With a background in the coal
industry, he now works as a consultant on coal and
energy matters and has an extensive knowledge of
energy market issues. He is an energywatch
appointee on the Balancing and Settlements Code
Panel for the electricity industry.

Sharon Darcy has been a council member
since 2000. She has previously worked for the
National Audit Office, Consumers International
and the Consumers’ Association. She is a non
executive director of a large housing
association, a Primary Care Trust, TrustMark and
the Thames Committee for the Consumer
Council for Water. Sharon has been appointed
to the Board of the new National Consumer
Council.

Brian Saunders has very extensive senior
management experience in the electricity industry,
most recently as chief executive of ELEXON, and
previously with Powergen and the CEGB. He has
particular experience of complex industry issues and
the challenges facing industrial and commercial
customers.

Tim Cole has been a council member since
2000. He is an independent business consultant,
and has extensive experience in energy
consumer representation, as well as an
understanding of small business and rural issues.

Charles Coulthard is the chair of the energywatch
Scottish Committee. He previously held senior posts
with OFGEM, where he was director for Scotland,
and OFREG. He has extensive experience of energy
consumer issues from a regulatory perspective, and
has recently been involved in charities dealing with
fuel poverty and energy efficiency in Scotland.

Krishna Sarda has been chief executive officer
of the Ethnic Minority Foundation since 2002.
Previously, he was director of diversity at the
London Borough of Camden from 1993-2002
and was the director responsible for
management of legal services and advocacy at
the UK Immigrants Advisory Service from 
1990-92. He has also held board positions and
worked with the Terrance Higgins Trust and the
NCVO. He was recently awarded an honorary
doctorate for his work on poverty and social
justice.

Julian Salisbury chairs the energywatch Welsh
Committee. Julian has energy industry
experience with Swalec and Wales Gas, and has
also worked in the engineering industry and local
government since 1993. He was a member of the
Cardiff Community Health Council between 2000
and 2006.

John Howard is a consumer broadcaster and
journalist (he presented the Radio 4 programme
You and Yours between 1983-97). He served on
the Mortgage Code Compliance Board and was
appointed chair of the Financial Services
Consumer Panel from 2005 to 2008.
He is a non-executive Director of Financial
Ombudsman Services.

energywatch Council
Professor Ed Gallagher (chair) joined energywatch
on 1st April 2004. He was the chief executive of the
Environment Agency, which he created by the merger
in 1995 of the National Rivers Authority, HM
Inspectorate of Pollution and the local authority waste
management functions – involving 86 organisations
and 10,500 employees. Prior to this he was chief
executive of the National Rivers Authority and held
various board level directorships and senior
management roles at Amersham International and
Black and Decker, amongst others. He has considerable
experience in executive and non-executive roles in
both the private and public sectors, including chairman
of Envirofresh Plc, chairing the Envision charity and as a
civil service commissioner. In November 2007 Ed
Gallagher was appointed Chairman of the Renewable
Fuels Agency. Ed is also a Board member of the new
National Consumer Council.
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Energy consumers are about to lose

their watchdog. In September we

hand over parts of our role to the

new National Consumer Council,

Consumer Direct and a statutory

Ombudsman scheme. While there is

much that energywatch would still

like to achieve, the Government has

decided that a dedicated watchdog

for consumers in the energy market

is no longer required.

energywatch has spoken up for

energy consumers for seven years and

campaigned to bring social

responsibility into the UK energy

market. My hope is that energywatch

will be remembered as a friend to

those with the right intentions and a

thorough pain to those who only see

consumers as a source of income or

nuisances to be ignored.

What happens when energywatch has

gone will be a test for the

Government and succeeding

agencies. A lot will depend on energy

companies. Will the industry slip back

into bad practice or set an

enlightened course of genuine

competition, customer care and

corporate social responsibility?

The first thing most consumers will

notice is that they can no longer pick

up the ‘phone and ask energywatch to

sort out an apparently intractable

problem with an energy supplier.

This part of our work will go nowhere.

Effectively, and with the exception of

vulnerable consumers, most energy

users will be left to fend for

themselves if a supplier ignores their

enquiries and complaints.

We are in a position now in Britain

where we believe the economies of

scale and the market power of the Big

Six have become mutually reinforcing.

Our campaign for greater competition

has finally produced two

investigations: one by the House of

Commons Business and Enterprise

select committee and the other by

Ofgem. We have responded to both.

In addition, Ofgem has launched a

review of the 20-year-old regime

governing the regulation of the gas

and electricity networks. The true

benefits of competition only really

flow from sustained regulatory

scrutiny combined with public, media

and political pressure.

As a parting measure we offer some

advice to consumers and their

representatives on what still needs

fixing and what will indicate that the

market is becoming more competitive

and socially responsible.

Challenges for Government

Fuel poverty was decreasing until the

recent price hikes; now over 4 million

families face the choice of either

eating or heating. Already there is

speculation of even more price hikes

later this year which will make matters

even worse. The Government seems

unlikely to meet its 2010 statutory

target to end fuel poverty. Consumers

should now be asking:

when will we get mandated

social tariffs where suppliers are

obligated to make their lowest

prices available to the most

vulnerable consumers?

when will smarter metering be

available to everyone so that real

time energy consumption can be

monitored and managed by

householders?

when will we see some action to

help rural consumers and those

who depend on heating oil or

liquid petroleum gas to heat their

homes?

when will fuel poverty be

eradicated in the world’s fifth

largest economy?

Chief Executive Statement 

Allan Asher
Chief Executive
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Challenges for the Regulator

Ofgem needs to rebalance its role so

that consumers can be more

confident that it is on their side.

It needs to:

get serious about improving the

dire state of energy company

complaint handling;

take prompt action to 

investigate complaints about

anti-competitive effects such as

uniform and excessive pricing;

require that industry behaviour

does not penalise the poor and

vulnerable as it currently does

with extra charges for fuel poor

prepayment meter customers;

compel companies above a

certain size with both

generation/production interests

to disclose disaggregated

information so that the real

trading volumes and prices are

more visible;

simplify market rules and entry

requirements so that smaller,

low-carbon operators are able to

access markets and consumers;

oversee effective voluntary or

mandatory best practice

standards for complaint handling,

billing, customer service systems,

redress and protection of

vulnerable consumers;

improve the information needed

for making good choices

particularly in terms of

transparency of energy labelling

and transparency of marketing

green energy.

Challenges for the
companies

The six major companies in the UK

market have worked hard for their

shareholders, but too often have paid

insufficient regard to their customers.

Dramatic improvements by a number

of suppliers have shown what can be

done. Customers will know that they

have decent energy suppliers when:

all the companies sign up to and

meet best practice standards;

the reasons for consumers to

complain, reduce;

complaints are dealt with swiftly

and redress is automatic;

there is a genuine choice of price

and service quality and it is

possible to make that choice with

out much effort;

customers get extra help when it

is needed;

information on the fuel mix of

every tariff is provided to

business and households to

improve accuracy, transparency

and consistency of information

about electricity especially when

it is described as ‘low carbon’,

‘green’ or ‘renewable;

low carbon policies are genuinely

at the heart of their businesses

and do not rely on external

incentives such as through the

mandated Carbon Emissions

Reduction Target.

| 4 |
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Challenges for the new NCC

energywatch’s approach has been to

identify problems and solutions and

apply pressure to achieve change.

The role of energy consumer

champion will now pass to the new

NCC. It must take on a wide brief if it

is to make a difference to energy

users, make an impact on fuel poverty

and the responsiveness of companies

to their customers. I hope they will:

continue the campaign to

persuade consumers to switch

suppliers to stimulate

competition in the market;

ensure market participants

receive very clear messages

about what is expected of them

and the consequences of failing

to meet those expectations;

develop a scoreboard to include

indicators such as redress and

enforcement systems, consumer

empowerment, consumer

satisfaction and transparency of

information to detect signs of

market malfunctioning;

provide access to comparative

price information so consumers

can make informed choices

about suppliers;

ensure that consumer rights are

the cornerstone of a fair and

competitive energy market.

And finally…

When energywatch came into the

energy market mis-selling and

disconnections were rife. Many

campaigns later, we can take comfort

in the fact that complaints overall are

reducing and companies have

improved their systems and their

attitudes to consumers. There are

now a number of industry guidelines

and standards to help regulate how

these businesses conduct themselves.

The AES (Association of Energy

Suppliers) Code, for instance,

introduced compensation for victims

of mis-selling and between 2003 and

2004 complaints about selling issues

dropped by 87 per cent.

energywatch also prompted the

voluntary scheme of The Erroneous

Transfer Customer Charter that

requires energy firms to pay

customers £20 compensation if they

do not respond to letters within 20

working days. We participated in the

Customer Transfer Programme to

improve the whole transfer process

and by 2004 complaints about

transfers had fallen by 58 per cent.
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Practices which disproportionately

affected the poor, such as debt

blocking, back charging and most

especially disconnection, have been

reformed. Companies have been

persuaded to promote Priority

Services to the vulnerable and make

more effort to find out why people

were in debt to their suppliers.

Poor billing practices still remain the

number one headache for consumers

and in 2005 energywatch submitted a

Supercomplaint to Ofgem demanding

decisive action to improve billing. As

a result, suppliers were given a year to

end back-billing, and ordered to

improve consumer contracts and set

up an independent ombudsman

scheme to investigate and resolve

billing errors. We pioneered a Billing

Standard and a Complaint Handling

Standard and contributed to the

drafting of BS ISO 10002:2004 and the

ISO 10000 series.

Our latest campaign is to get

recognition for a set of rights for

energy consumers. We have

contributed to the drafting of a

European Charter of Rights for Energy

Consumers and we are pressing for

the rights to be incorporated in the

third legislative energy package

currently being voted on in the

European Parliament. On an

international scale, we have teamed

up with Consumer International to

incorporate the rights in the UN

Guidelines for Consumer Protection

and to develop an ISO Standard

Guidelines for the assessment and

improvement of energy services to

users.

A Charter of Rights offers a singular

opportunity to put pressure on

regulators, law enforcers and suppliers

to meet consumer needs as a priority

and go beyond compliance with the

law and law enforcement. It is the

chance to set out some key goals by

which the success of liberalised

energy markets can be measured.

Success in this context should be

based not just on more active

engagement of consumers in the

market, but in the equality of

partnership that consumers enjoy

with suppliers who are well resourced

and influential. ‘Who controls the

market?’ will be a good question to

ask in two years time.

Allan Asher

Chief Executive
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Business as usual

Although 2007–08 was the
last full year of operation for
energywatch, there was no
let-up in the number of
consumers contacting us, no
shortage of companies who
fail to provide decent service
and no slackening in the
determination of
energywatch staff to support
those consumers who need
our help.

No let-up in consumers
coming to energywatch

With high prices and often poor levels

of customer service, the energy

market continues to generate high

levels of consumer dissatisfaction.

Over the course of 2007–08, 598,681

consumers contacted energywatch.

While this is a reduction on 2006–07

contacts, it is a significant increase on

previous years. Despite the

uncertainty created by the

establishment of new consumer

advocacy arrangements, energywatch

staff met the challenge of supporting

all consumers who came to us for

help.

Caseload dip – 
but still show an 
upward trend

In 2007 energywatch changed the

way in which we reported on our

caseload. It began to classify and

report cases as either an Enquiry, an

Empowered Complaint or as an

Investigated Complaint. The change

was to give a better picture of the

number of consumers who had come

to energywatch with a problem with

their company and how we helped

them.

Some suppliers have used the

reduction in numbers of Investigated

Complaints as evidence for a material

improvement in standards of

customer service. Sadly the

experience of 2007–08 does not

support such an optimistic

perspective.

Out of almost 600,000 contacts, we

recorded a total of 295,651 new cases.

The welcome reduction in British Gas

cases was reflected in an 11 per cent

caseload reduction on the previous

year. However, just as overall contacts

have increased over recent years, case

numbers also show a 45 per cent

increase on 2004–05.

Contacts to energywatch

2005–06 – 488,000 contacts
2006–07 – 720,000 contacts
2007–08 – 598,681 contacts

energywatch case
categories

Enquiry – when a consumer is
provided with the information
and advice to understand and
resolve the problem themselves

Empowered Complaint –
when a consumer is provided
with advice and transferred to a
specialist team within their
supplier able to take action 

Investigated Complaint –
when an energywatch
Consumer Adviser investigates
the problem and intervenes 
directly with the supplier
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‘Empowering’ more
consumers

Last year energywatch introduced a

scheme of empowering consumers to

resolve problems themselves.

‘Empowerment’ works by identifying a

consumer who has a problem that

should be resolved quickly and

effectively by their supplier, without

energywatch intervention. If the

consumer agrees, we provide advice

and transfer them directly to a

specialist team within their supplier.

For consumers and companies, this

can be the quickest way to resolve a

problem.

In 2007-08 we dealt with 95,256

Empowered Complaints – a significant

increase on the 40,000 in the previous

year. This change helped us reduce

the number of Investigated

Complaints while maintaining

excellent results for consumers.

Business suppliers and distribution

companies have been brought into

Empowerment. Also, we have begun

to adapt Empowerment so that other

support agencies can use the model

to help their clients get quicker

resolution from energy companies.

Standards of service
improve – all performance
targets met

We have been determined that

consumers should receive an

exceptional service from energywatch

regardless of any uncertainty caused

by our abolition.

Managers, Team Leaders and our front

line Consumer Advisers have

maintained a level of purpose and

determination that has delivered for

consumers. Consequently in 2007–08

we outperformed all of our

operational performance targets on

customer service, speed of complaint

resolution and customer satisfaction.

energywatch continued to increase

the amount of compensation

recovered for consumers. In 2007–08

we recovered a record £9,729,616 in

compensation and bill reductions.

That works out as an average of £114

for every complaint that we resolved

during the year.

Our customer satisfaction rating on

complaint handling stood at 83 per

cent of consumers satisfied or very

satisfied with the service from

energywatch by the end of the year.

This is 3 per cent down on the

previous year but represents a

significant achievement as we

prepared to hand over responsibilities

to new consumer advocacy bodies.

Neil Avery, energywatch 
Director of Consumer Services

“To exceed all key operational targets,
in a year of such uncertainty and
challenge, is a tribute to the
commitment and professionalism of
our teams”
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Since energywatch was
established in 2000 we
have recovered
£35,045,361 in
compensation and bill
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consumers!
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Better use of the Web

energywatch has always used the

internet so consumers can take

advantage of our services. Over the

year our website had over 850,000

unique visitors, over 3 million hits,

including almost 850,000 on our

advice pages and 149,000 on the ‘best

deals’ page. A further 225,881

consumers used our comprehensive

‘ask a question’ service.

The health of customer
service

During 2007–08 there were the signs

of a customer service recovery by

British Gas, but a significant relapse

for npower. During this time all other

suppliers saw their performance

either slightly improve or stand still.

In April 2007 British Gas was just over

the peak of its customer service

problems. 36 per cent of all the cases

we received were in the first three

months of the year and 66 per cent

concerned British Gas. At the end of

the first quarter of the year

energywatch had received 96,036 

new British Gas cases, 31 per cent

higher than the same period in the

previous year. That corresponded to

the total number of British Gas cases

received being double the number for

all of the other domestic suppliers put

together.

Throughout the early part of the year

we continued to work with British Gas

to focus on key elements of their

recovery plan; telephone answering,

speed of resolution, number of

consumers calling back because

promised actions had not been

carried out.

We received 78,121 new cases against

British Gas in the second quarter of

the year. That number had fallen to

61,085 by the end of the third quarter

and continued to fall toward the end

of the year.

However by this time the number of

cases against npower had steadily

increased and by the end of the year

npower had overtaken British Gas in

the number of cases against it.

Same old story – but an
unwelcome twist 

As in previous years a large

proportion of cases – 57 per cent –

were about the poor quality of

account management and billing.

Customers of both npower and British

Gas suffered particularly as their

suppliers migrated customer data to

new billing systems.

Most worrying among the problems

experienced by npower customers

was the return of large-scale doorstep

mis-selling. In February 2008, 97

consumers contacted us about

npower’s sales activity. By March we

had referred npower’s marketing

activity to Ofgem for investigation

with details of 400 cases of mis-selling

across Britain.

New functions on the
website

A ‘complaint wizard’ will now
take you through the process of
making an effective complaint
to your energy supplier.

Consumers can now sign up to a
new alert service so that every
time prices change an email will
update your chosen data and let
you keep up with the market.

You can link directly to
accredited online price
comparison websites.
Almost 90,000 consumers have
already done so.
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The following month npower direct

sales activity became the subject of

an Ofgem investigation.

Preparing for transition

Throughout 2007–08 energywatch

staff have been heavily involved in

ensuring that the transition to the

new consumer advocacy bodies

happens with the minimum

disruption or inconvenience to

consumers.

Supporting stakeholders 

As part of the transition from

energywatch to the new National

Consumer Council, the energywatch

Priority Consumer Team carried out a

Stakeholder Information Project with

560 organisations who work with and

represent vulnerable consumers. The

aim was to discover which types of 

information and training that they

would find beneficial in the run up to

energywatch closure. Over 260

questionnaires have been completed

and feedback has been incorporated

into our transition plans.

Face to face training is underway and

30 sessions have already taken place.

This information has been used to 

inform the new National Consumer

Council on what they and suppliers

need to provide to ensure partner

agencies are given the best possible

support.

Cutting over to a 
new system

One of the biggest challenges

remaining for energywatch is to

manage the change from

energywatch services to those of the

new consumer bodies. The 600,000

consumers who contacted

energywatch last year will be

supported by Consumer Direct, the

energy suppliers, a new statutory

Ombudsman service and, in certain

cases, by the new National Consumer

Council.

Preparations have been made to

transfer the energywatch customer

contact centre into the Consumer

Direct operation. A team based in our

Bournemouth office will manage

outstanding and complex cases for a

period after October 2008, while the

new Extra Help Unit of the new

National Consumer Council will use

the skills and expertise of staff from

our Glasgow office to make sure that

the most vulnerable consumers are

properly supported.

Other Key functions have been

prepared to move into a new home.

This has involved refining the delivery

of price comparison sheets, the

accreditation of online comparison

services through the confidence code,

ways of working with vulnerable

consumers or those at risk of

disconnection and the expansion of

Empowerment.

Detailed preparation in 2007–08 will

have made sure that consumers

experience a smooth transition to the

new services.

Supporting the transition

To make the changes as smooth as

possible, energywatch has seconded

key staff to work with the transitional

team establishing the new National

Consumer Council. energywatch staff

have played a leading role in

establishing IT needs for the new

body, putting human resource

processes in place, ensuring that

internal communications work across

the project, scoping out the policy

issues to maintain effective consumer

advocacy throughout their transition

and importantly we have led the work

that will deliver effective complaint

handling once energywatch has gone.

This represents an intensive

programme of work so that

energywatch delivers a positive

legacy to the organisations that come

after us.

responses from stakeholders

89 per cent have requested
better support from suppliers 

75 per cent would like face to
face training

77 per cent wanted a printed
A-Z Energy Manual

74 per cent would like access
to an Energy Manual Online

| 10 |
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Two npower sales agents knocked on the door of a consumer in
South Wales. One agent said that British Gas were illegally charging
consumers for part of the bill that the government should pay.
The agent asked to see a bill, pointed to a standing charge amount
and confirmed that the consumer was being overcharged by British
Gas. The consumer refused to answer any more questions when the
agent began to fill out a form and asked for bank details. The agent
wrote void over the form, and went next door to try again.

Spring 2008



Getting the right standards in place

Standard for handling complaints

(1) A regulator must by regulations prescribe standards for the
handling by its regulated providers of consumer complaints
made to them

Consumers, Estate Agents and Redress Act 2007 – clause 43 (1)

Companies required to
sharpen up on complaint
handling

The Consumers, Estate Agent
and Redress Act (CEAR)
became law in July 2007.
Not only did it confirm that
energywatch would merge
with Postwatch and the
National Consumer Council,
the Act recognised that
energy suppliers need more
than gentle encouragement
to get complaint handling
right.

energywatch had argued that the Act

should not only establish a statutory

Ombudsman scheme for when things

go wrong, but also proper complaint

handling standards so that things

went wrong less often.

A statutory basis for good

complaint handling represents the

best chance for the new consumer

advocacy arrangements to be a

success. The energywatch Company

Performance and Public Affairs teams

fought hard for these provisions to be

included in the Act.

Research from our Company

Performance Team has confirmed how

badly this was needed.

Multiply the problem by
seven

Between July and November 2007 we

surveyed a random sample of 1,124

consumers who called us for help.

We asked them what their experience

had been with their energy supplier

prior to calling us. The results

surprised even the energywatch

Company Performance Team, well

used to the standards of complaint

handling from some energy suppliers.

The survey results showed that

consumers tend to come to

energywatch when suppliers have

failed to resolve problems, have

broken promises or have not taken

the complaint seriously.

The development of a performance

standard that delivers decent levels of

complaint handling was a priority

across energywatch. We have

produced compelling evidence to

Government, Parliament, suppliers

and Ofgem on the purpose and

design of such standards. Well

attended energywatch events in

Glasgow and London helped

stakeholders consider their own

response to this major new element

of consumer protection.

The launch of a campaign in January

2008 to help consumers make more

effective complaints not only gave

consumers effective tools to get

problems resolved first time, it

pinpointed just how much energy

suppliers have to change before

energywatch disappears.

Average number of times consumers contacted their supplier about their
problem, prior to contacting energywatch

7 times

Average number of months the consumers’ problems had been
outstanding, prior to contacting energywatch

7 months

Percentage of consumers who said that their supplier had failed to
deliver upon its promised actions (e.g. resolve problem to their
satisfaction)

97 per cent

Average number of opportunities consumers gave their supplier to
resolve their problem, prior to contacting energywatch 

5 times

Percentage of consumers who said they successfully escalated their
problem with the supplier

29 per cent 

Percentage of consumers who said they would feel confident in raising a
problem with their supplier in the future

15 per cent

Percentage of consumers who felt confident that their supplier would
successfully resolve a future problem once it had been raised with them

14 per cent

Percentage of consumers who felt confident that their supplier would
successfully resolve a future problem once it had been raised with them

1 per cent

Source: Getting serious about energy complaints and customer service
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Throughout the year the Company

Performance Team has promoted the

need for energy companies to adopt

best practice standards on customer

service and complaint handling. The

team also urged Ofgem and suppliers

to look beyond their own experience

and learn from other sectors such as

the financial services where

companies are required to inform all

consumers about the escalation

stages and timescales in their

complaint handling process and

record all complaints received.

Audrey Gallagher, Head of energywatch Company 
Performance Team

“Some companies need to take a long hard look at the obstacles
they put in the way of consumers with legitimate problems. Smart
companies know that achieving the best standards of complaint
handling will work in their interests and those of their customers.”

what consumers want when
they complain

To know who to contact and
what type of service they can
expect in return;

Acknowledgement that their
complaint will be treated
seriously and handled by
someone with the ability to
resolve it;

To know how long it will take
to be resolved and updates
on progress;

A fair outcome to their
complaint that reflects the
inconvenience suffered and
ensures they do not suffer
undue financial penalty;

To understand how
companies perform against
each other; and

Reassurance that the
complaints data supplied by
companies is accurate.
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For when the  
supplier fails

We are proud of our performance in

resolving problems for consumers.

We want that quality of service to be

equalled if not bettered by a statutory

redress scheme when energywatch

disappears.

We have encouraged the current

voluntary Energy Supply Ombudsman

to improve the ease of access to its

service and to achieve better handling

times and outcomes for consumers.

Regular meetings between Allan

Asher and Elizabeth France, the

Ombudsman, have enabled 

energywatch to express concerns and

make recommendations at the most

senior level.

energywatch has also pushed for and

achieved some major improvements

to the plans for a statutory scheme.

These improvements will make it

quicker for consumers to access the

scheme, make it open to more small 

businesses, subject it to periodic

review and, most importantly, make it

more likely that consumers will get

the right outcomes.

We have had to improve our own

service as well. Over the year we have

provided much clearer information to

consumers about the Ombudsman

service. For many of the 3,561

consumers who we signposted to the

scheme, we offered a return to

energywatch if they needed more

help. In 64 cases, many involving

vulnerable consumers, we have been

authorised to act as the consumer’s

agent while their case is before the

Ombudsman.

Enforce the rules

Just as important as helping

individual consumers with their

problem, is making sure the root

cause of the problem is addressed.

Throughout the year energywatch has

used case data to track problems and

trends in the energy market. When it

becomes clear that cases reflect a

deeper problem in the market,

energywatch translates that consumer 

intelligence into referrals to Ofgem or

others to investigate breaches of

consumer protection laws or the

energy supply licence.

In the passage of the CEAR Act 2007,

through the development of the

criteria for a statutory redress scheme

and in the creation of new standards

for complaint handling, our Company

Performance Team has ensured that

the new National Consumer Council

and the statutory Ombudsman

scheme are able to act quickly and

refer cases of general interest to the

relevant enforcement agency.

Going global

energywatch has always shared our

experience of a competitive energy

market with colleagues from overseas.

Over the year we have hosted

delegations from Turkey, Slovenia,

Hungary, Austria, Sweden and, on

several occasions, Russia.

energywatch staff have spoken at

conferences in Sweden, Spain,

Australia, Brazil, Belgium, France, Italy

and Spain. In addition, Allan Asher

addressed the General Assembly of

BEUC, the umbrella body for European

Consumer Associations, on the lessons

of liberalisation in the British market.

The focus for our international activity

is on the development of European

and Global charters for energy

consumers. These charters would

gather together the rights and

protections that consumers require in

liberalised energy markets.

As the deficiencies of continental

energy markets impact on British

consumers, we have been regular

visitors to Brussels, meeting MEPs,

Commissioners and officials to press

for more competitive energy markets

and minimum standards of consumer

protection.

“What comes after us has
to be as good if not better.
It’s as simple as that.
Consumers need an
Ombudsman that
delivers!”

Allan Asher
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In September 2004
energywatch held a seminar
on spiralling gas prices.
In that seminar we called for
competition authorities to
investigate the structure and
operation of the energy
market.

Since then we have been outspoken

about the disappearance of

competitive pressures in the market.

While many market participants and

commentators have maintained the

view that Britain benefited from the

most competitive energy market in

the world, energywatch continued to

campaign for a better market that

puts consumers first.

At the end of March 2008 we were still

making that call. But by then many

others had accepted the need for

forensic scrutiny of the structure and

operation of the energy market.

Five years of escalating gas and

electricity prices hit new heights

when five of the big six suppliers

raised their prices within a five week

period at the start of 2008. The sixth,

Scottish and Southern Energy, joined

five weeks later. Since 2003 domestic

gas bills have gone up by 109  per

cent while electricity bills have gone

up by 70 per cent.

Throughout the year energywatch has

commissioned and published work

from energy commentators and

academics to establish the areas

where competition authorities need

to focus. Our press team has kept the

call for a focused response to ever-

rising prices in the minds of the

public, government and regulators.

Throughout the year energywatch

maintained a focus on the signs of

failure in the domestic energy market

but also on the consequences of the

indexation of wholesale gas prices to

global oil prices. energywatch has

called for the decoupling of a toxic

link between the two commodity

prices.

Probes and inquiries

On 5th February 2008 the House of

Commons Business and Enterprise

Select Committee announced an

inquiry into whether the energy

market was competitive and

delivering results for consumers. On

21st February Ofgem announced its

own probe into the energy supply

market. Both the parliamentary

committee and Ofgem said that they

would consider the merits of referring

aspects of the energy market to the

Competition Commission.

By the end of March energywatch had

submitted 112 pages of evidence to

Ofgem and 147 pages of evidence to

the select committee laying out the

consumer case for a fundamental

review of the market.

The responses are available from

www.energywatch.org.uk/publications/

consultations

Supplier Date of rise
Headline rise -

gas
Headline rise -

electricity

Npower 5th January 17.2 per cent 12.7 per cent

EDF 18th January 12.9 per cent 7.9 per cent

British Gas 18th January 15 per cent 15 per cent

Scottish Power 2nd February 15 per cent 14 per cent

E.on 8th February 15 per cent 9.75 per cent

EScottish and Southern Energy 1st April 15.8 per cent 14.2 per cent

Price rises 2008
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Evidence of failure

To support our contention that the

energy market suffers from structural

barriers to new entry and that the

‘fierce winds’ of competition are

absent, energywatch commissioned

expert commentary and analysis into

the development of energy

competition over recent years.

We undertook around 45 interviews

with market participants such as

traders, brokers, analysts, industrial 

energy users, economists and many

others. We commissioned academics

to consider the development of the

competitive market and to assess its

current state of health.

We commissioned the Government’s

own supplier of European pricing data

to show how British consumers fare

with the rest of the continent.

The submission represents the most

thorough presentation of the

consumer case for greater

competition in the energy market.

Back ing rea l  compet i t ion

10 obstacles to a competitive market

6 firms control over 99 per cent of the domestic supply markets 
and 95 per cent of the electricity business market and have done for at
least 4 years.

2 firms – the incumbent electricity supplier and British Gas – control
between 63 per cent and 89 per cent of the regional domestic electricity
markets.

There has been virtually no new entry in the 10 years since liberalisation.

Whilst liquidity in other European markets has been improving, liquidity
in the GB market has been getting worse.

The indexation of gas prices to petroleum products means that gas and
in turn electricity prices in GB do not respond effectively to changing
supply or demand fundamentals.

In 2006, the DTI estimated that oil-linked contracts accounted for
between 33 per cent to 44 per cent of winter gas prices and that prices
would be substantially lower if they  were determined on the basis of
true competition.

The dearth of competitive pressures in the energy market has allowed
discrimination against PPM consumers.

There is strong awareness of competitor behaviour, it is costly to deviate
from prevailing market behaviour and there are weak competitive
constraints.

Suppliers have been adopting similar pricing and trading policies for
some time.

Switching entails more than a simple transaction between the consumer
and the chosen supplier with awareness and understanding of the
market, information and access to support and redress if things go
wrong often stacked against the consumer.

In January 2008 the European
Commission published its Euro
Barometer of consumer markets
showing how far GB prices have
risen in comparison to the rest
of Europe.

Gas and electricity prices
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Back ing rea l  compet i t ion

Small businesses

In submissions to the Business and

Enterprise Select Committee and

Ofgem inquiries, energywatch

highlighted the damaging position in

which many small businesses find

themselves as energy consumers.

With the same problems of poor

service and limited competition, but

without the same levels of consumer

protection, small businesses suffer a

double blow.

In July 2007 energywatch published a

substantial survey of customer

satisfaction among small businesses

in the energy market. energywatch

has used this information to argue for

a comprehensive review of the small

business market by Ofgem to bring

forward quick and effective remedies.

Comparing contracts 

Opaque and unfair contract terms lie

behind many of the problems

experienced by small business

consumers. Over recent months

energywatch has set itself the task of

reviewing all the terms and contracts

in the market.

The findings have provided a

powerful element in our campaign for

a full review of the small business

energy sector. The review has enabled

our Consumer Advisers to be better

informed and more able to help

consumers. A legacy will be that

partner organisations, concerned with

improving the lot of small business

consumers in the energy market, will

be able to access a comprehensive

picture of contract issues from small

businesses.

A consumer complained to energywatch that his supplier had, unknown to

him, rolled over his contract for a further three years and that he had not

received a renewal notification. The supplier had applied charges which

the consumer calculated were approximately 75 per cent more than his

previous contract. The consumer refused to pay these charges and was

threatened with disconnection. After energywatch intervened the supplier

offered to reduce the charges but the consumer still refused, stating he had

not received the notification promised in the contract and so should not be

rolled over for another term. The supplier will not allow the consumer to

transfer and the consumer is refusing to pay what he sees as exorbitant

charges – disconnection is imminent which could result in his business

closing.
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Billing Service Contract Renewal Sales and Service
when switching

supplier

Swithover Process 

Poor service or 
supplier errors

Supplier untoward 
behaviour

Consumer did not
understand process

Other

Cost/value 
for money

Slow speed

Consumer not informed 
or consulted on situation 
or issue by supplier

Lack of information

Lack of clarity 

Protection Households Small businesses

Cooling off period on contract signature ✓ ✗

Access to accredited price comparison
services ✓ ✗
30 day rolling contracts – provides
opportunity to change supplier at short
notice 

✓ ✗

Obligation to offer terms and conditions
for supply if requested ✓ ✗
Codes of practice for sales and
marketing, disconnections, billing and
back billing

✓ ✗

The difference between a small business and households
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Helping small suppliers

As well as publishing customer

satisfaction research about the main

business suppliers, energywatch has

worked very closely with Opus and

Bizz, two of the smaller suppliers

working in the energy market.

Small suppliers can perform an

important function in the energy

market providing alternative and

sometimes niche services to

businesses. However, standards of

service to consumers remain just as

important for these firms as for the

more dominant suppliers.

Over the year customers of Bizz and

Opus complained to energywatch

about problems that suggested that

service issues had slipped down their

agendas. In both cases energywatch

took a positive course of action and

agreed a set of recovery actions with

the suppliers and helped them

monitor the impact.

For both suppliers we saw an

improvement in the level of service

and a reduction in the number of

complaints coming through to

energywatch. Evidence again of the

success that energywatch can bring

by working closely with suppliers to

identify and implement remedies.

Choice of supplier

The role of price comparison websites

has grown enormously over recent

years. The energywatch Confidence

Code has kept pace with them.

energywatch reviewed the code to

further strengthen consumer

confidence. Twenty four

organisations, including comparison

websites, energy suppliers and others,

responded to our consultation and, by

the end of the year, we were

preparing to publish the decision

document.

However, not everyone is able to

search the internet. energywatch

produces printed price comparison

sheets that can be ordered over the

phone. Last year we started to update

these sheets in real time instead of

monthly and posted over 13,000

sheets to consumers with the very

latest pricing data included.

Andrew Don, Editor of SalonFocus, told energywatch: 

"Hair and beauty salons face ongoing frustration at the lack of
transparency in the energy markets because of what I can only
conclude is deliberate obfuscation by gas and electricity
providers. Sometimes it seems as if the energy companies live in
the Dark Ages when it comes to fair play with existing and
prospective small business customers.”

YouGov research for
energywatch 

71 per cent of consumers felt
confident with the
information provided by
price comparison sites

81 per cent said they were
more confident using a price
comparison site endorsed by
an independent consumer
watchdog
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No news for dynamic
teleswitching meters

Competition is a distant reality for

those consumers in Britain with

dynamic teleswitching meters (DTS).

This is a particular problem in

Scotland where approximately

268,000 consumers have DTS meters

and therefore no option but to remain

with their incumbent supplier. Six

years since price controls were lifted

there has been little progress in

ensuring these consumers have a real

choice in the market place.

As part of Ofgem’s probe,

energywatch has argued that they

should undertake and publish

detailed analysis of the prices offered

to DTS consumers compared to the

nearest equivalent tariffs. We also

called for the regulator to undertake

and publish regular DTS pricing

analysis to ensure these consumers

pay a competitive price where they

are unable to access the competitive

market. energywatch believes it may

prove necessary to reintroduce price

protection for these consumers where

there is evidence of consumer

detriment.

Electricity prices in Wales

Research by energywatch revealed

that consumers in Wales are charged

around £19 million more for their

electricity than consumers in England.

The findings showed that consumers

in South Wales are the worst hit,

paying 5 per cent more for electricity

than consumers in North Wales and

10 per cent more than those in

England and Scotland.

The research, which was undertaken

in March 2008, looked at whether the

cost of supplying electricity to homes

in Wales differs from the costs to

supplying other areas in Great Britain.

After ten years of competition, many

suppliers typically charge consumers

in their original monopoly area more

than those in other regions. In North

Wales Scottish Power charges its

original standard credit customers up

to 12 per cent more than other

suppliers in the area. We have

recommended the Welsh Assembly

Government examine this issue more

closely and encourage the

Westminster government and Ofgem

to investigate the impact of higher

prices on Welsh consumers.

DTS issues

Approximately 268,000 Scottish consumers trapped on 
DTS meters 

No action in the 6 years since energywatch referred to Ofgem
in 2002

Technology prevents consumers switching

Despite 10 years of competition no supplier actively markets
to this group

Little analysis of the pricing trends for consumers stuck on
DTS meters

Wendy Davies, 
National Director, Wales

“The research confirms what we
have suspected for some time, that
consumers in Wales are being
charged more for their electricity
than consumers in Scotland and
England and for no good reason.”
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Achieving affordable energy

Relentless price rises from
2003 onwards have left 4.5
million households in fuel
poverty.

energywatch stepped up our

programme of support to vulnerable

consumers, continued to identify

positive measures to improve the

operation of the market for vulnerable

consumers and intensified our

campaign for a proportionate and

coherent strategy to eradicate fuel

poverty.

Individual help for
vulnerable consumers

energywatch has made a priority of

supporting vulnerable consumers

since our establishment. Over the

past 12 months we have intervened in

over 20,000 cases where it had been

clear that the consumer was

vulnerable or at risk of disconnection.

Ofgem data is expected to show that

disconnections have increased from

5,117 in 2006 to over 9,000 in 2007.

In theory none of these consumers

should have been ‘vulnerable’, in line

with the energy industry’s code of

practice on disconnections. However,

energywatch continues to deal with

cases where consumers who are

clearly vulnerable are threatened with

disconnection by their energy

supplier.

The Castle Vale pilot

Prepayment meter (PPM) users pay, on

average, £200 more for the same

amount of energy as someone paying

with an online tariff. This unacceptable

premium levied on some of the 

poorest consumers was the driver for

energywatch to explore practical ways

to help PPM consumers switch to a

fairer, more affordable, tariff.

In 2007–08 energywatch created the

Castle Vale project to build on the

approach taken by the 2006–07 ‘Are

you Missing Out?’ campaign which

provided intensive switching support

to older consumers.
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Castle Vale Housing Association

Castle Vale is Birmingham's largest 60s built housing estate 

Population is approximately 9,000 

The Housing Association covers 2.5 square kilometres 

There are 3,786 homes in Castle Vale

The National Housing Federation found that:

Of those housing association properties with access to gas 41 per
cent pay for this by PPM

43 per cent of housing association households have an electricity
PPM (808,400 households)

Over a million housing association tenants live on £80 a week -
any unfair premium on energy reduces their income

14 per cent of gas prepayment meter customers have ‘self
disconnected’ over the last year because they cannot afford to top
up their meter
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Achieving af fordable  energy

Establishing a pilot with the Castle

Vale Housing Association in

Birmingham gave us access to

tenants, the majority of whom were

on PPMs. The purpose was to help

them switch to cheaper energy tariffs

and at the same time take up any

issues they had with their energy

supplier. The lessons that we learned

on the way will help other housing

associations and advice groups to

develop mechanisms in helping this

group of consumers.

In phase one we held 15 advice

sessions. It became very clear, very

quickly, that convincing these

consumers to actively engage in the

energy market was not going to be

easy and that the best way to help

hard to reach consumers is through

the people they trust the most.

Initially only 19 people switched

supplier. However, we uncovered 26

cases needing our attention. These

cases illustrated the real obstacles for

consumers on PPMs to make

informed choices to save money.

The pilot continues into 2008–09.

energywatch will publish the

outcomes by September 2008.

Working with agencies

Last year energywatch’s Priority

Consumer Team set up an initiative

between oxygen companies and

energy distributors to provide

oxygen-dependent patients across

Scotland, Wales and England with life-

saving support in times of energy

emergencies. Those patients who

register on to the scheme will be

provided with emergency supply and

support during power cuts. In many

instances this will allow the patient to

remain in their own home instead of

having to be admitted to hospital.

Approximately 50,000 patients could

benefit from this partnership initiative

and the scheme is currently being

rolled out across the country. To date

11,000 patients have been registered.

Following on from the ‘Are You

Missing Out’ switching campaign, the

Priority Consumer Team made calls to

consumers who had wanted to switch

but had not taken action. The final

outcome saw 40 per cent of

consumers switch. The campaign

demonstrated, by providing individual

information based on the consumer’s

personal needs and a real person to

speak to, you can encourage and help

older people engage in the energy

market.

Your Views Count 

The Priority Consumer Team

undertook an online campaign aimed

primarily at consumers living with a

disability. The aim of the campaign

was to find out what their main

energy issues are and what

information would be helpful to them

in the future. The online campaign

was supported by organisations that

represent and work with people who

have a disability. The results will help

to inform a closer partnership

between disability organisations and

consumer advocates.

David Mason, Strategic Development
Adviser who is leading the Castle Vale
project 

“Even with savings available, there are
many consumers so detached or
obstructed from the energy market, that
switching is just not a viable solution”

Results to date

Main issues were disputed
bills and poor service

Average time to resolve an
issue was 6-8 weeks 

71 per cent of people had
switched supplier with 61 per
cent stating they switched
with no problems

Over 50 per cent would
contact energywatch, 38 per
cent would ask a family/friend
and 32 per cent would
contact their supplier to help
resolve an issue

72 per cent stated they would
like an organisation to take
up an energy issue on their
behalf and 60 per cent
wanted to have access to
online information to enable
them to resolve the issue
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Making positive proposals
for change

Understanding the potential and
limitations of switching

energywatch does more than most to

promote effective switching for

vulnerable consumers. However, the

experience of helping people

overcome the obstacles to switching

has given us a special insight into the

limitations of switching for many

consumers.

In December 2007 energywatch

presented a paper at Ofgem’s Social

Action Plan Review group which set

out the barriers that consumers face,

especially those on PPMs, and set out

a challenge to understand how

switching could be an easier option

for many more consumers.

These proposals will help Ofgem and

others to provide better advice and

support for vulnerable consumers

who might benefit from changing

supplier or payment method.

Improvements in debt
management

In 2003 Ofgem and energywatch

jointly published good practice

guidelines for suppliers on preventing

debt and disconnection. A review in

2005 by Sohn Associates indicated

some positive improvements had

been made.

In 2007, working with Ofgem, we

assessed the progress made by

suppliers since that 2005 review.

energywatch helped Ofgem to assess

all suppliers and to single out npower

as the company that had made the

least progress since the 2005 review.

Following up on Ofgem’s review, the

Company Performance Team

produced reports on each supplier’s

performance and graded them

against best practice indicators to

identify areas for improvement.

Orb research for energywatch

46 per cent of PPM
consumers “sometimes find
that they run out of credit
and are left with emergency
credit or without energy”

58 per cent did not believe
that PPMs are more expensive
than direct debit

64 per cent did not believe
that PPM tariffs are more
expensive than quarterly
cash/cheque

16 per cent thought PPMs
were cheaper

What makes for good debt management

The top 10 elements that every suppliers’ process should include:

1) Ensure customer service staff use every contact opportunity to collect or update
essential customer contact details such as telephone numbers, dates of birth, etc.

2) A coordinated approach to credit management that includes a specialist team to
provide the specialist advice and assistance that vulnerable customers will need.

3) Ensure that the accounts of all known vulnerable customers are flagged on all
relevant databases and distinguish between different types of vulnerability,
e.g. special medical requirements, age, eligible for social tariff, etc.

4) Debt correspondence and debt recovery processes should be tailored and based
on the customer’s previous payment history and/or vulnerability. A one size fits
all process is neither appropriate nor effective.

5) Early outbound calls to consumers in debt in order to set up a payment
arrangement and avoid the problem of debts building up.

6) Use meter readers to report information about potentially vulnerable customers
and to provide energy efficiency advice directly or tell the customer that their
supplier can provide follow-up help and advice.

7) Employ or utilise a specialist outreach team to make home visits, where
appropriate, to provide additional advice and support to vulnerable customers
from energy efficiency advice to benefit checks.

8) Develop partnerships and referral arrangements with a range of national and
local stakeholder agencies. Suppliers are still perceived as unsympathetic by
many consumers. Providing trusted agencies with direct routes into the credit
management team should encourage the harder-to-reach consumers to make
contact.

9) Have robust controls in place and require senior management signoff before a
disconnection takes place. Suppliers should also monitor how many
disconnection visits were cancelled due to a consumer’s confirmed or suspected
vulnerability and use the results to strengthen their pre-disconnection processes.

10) Ensure that there is early follow-up contact with the residents of properties that
have been disconnected or where a prepayment meter has been force-fitted.
This will ensure the consumer is not at risk and, if relevant, that they understand
how their prepayment meter works.
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Clear standards for 
social tariffs

Since energywatch began to

campaign for social tariffs, the

concept has developed into a widely

supported mechanism to ensure the

poorest consumers can access the

best rates in the market.

Following consultation with the full

range of interested parties,

energywatch published A Social

Responsibility in April 2007. This

ground breaking report established

the basis for a coherent programme of

social tariffs.

Throughout the year energywatch has

worked with suppliers to develop

their own schemes while

campaigning alongside a formidable

group of partners for accepted

standards across the market.

In January 2008 we published the first

in-depth review on the value of the

existing social tariffs that suppliers

had developed voluntarily. This

showed the disparity that existed

between the various schemes that go

under the name of a social tariff.

Ian Pearson MP, Minister for State at

Defra, discussed the impact of the

Energy White Paper on vulnerable

consumers at a seminar held at

energywatch. The minister stayed to

have a frank discussion with

campaigners and others about the

steps needed to tackle fuel poverty.

Despite energywatch pressure, the

Government decided not to take a

power in the Energy Bill that would

have allowed it to mandate social

tariffs. However, in the 2008 budget

the Chancellor did announce that the

money spent on social tariffs would

need to rise to £150 million a year by

2011. By the end of the year there

was acceptance from Government,

Ofgem and energy suppliers that

effective social tariffs, based on clear

guidelines, were an important

element in the fight against fuel

poverty.

social tariffs offered as proportion of company customer base (if and when

suppliers fulfil their voluntary commitments):

British Gas 4.67 per cent (750,000)

E.ON UK Powergen 2.28 per cent (180,746)

ScotttishPower 1.32 per cent (68,328)

EDF Energy 1.14 per cent (59,979)

Npower 0.79 per cent (54,350)

Scottish and Southern Energy 0.34 per cent (26,000)

social tariff compared to cheapest tariff from supplier:

EDF Energy £151 cheaper

Scottish and Southern Energy £71 cheaper

Scotttish Power £19 more expensive

Npower £26 more expensive

British Gas £96 more expensive

E.ON UK Powergen not applicable
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A coherent and
proportionate response

Rising energy prices have derailed the

Government’s Fuel Poverty strategy.

In particular the element that targets

the cost of energy for the fuel poor

has been neglected. While everyone

wants to see the eradication of fuel

poverty in Britain, it has not proved

possible to arrive at a coherent and

proportionate strategy to achieve this

common goal. energywatch has been

at the forefront of campaigns to bring

Government, Ofgem and energy

suppliers to accept a meaningful

strategy to tackle the problem.

Allan Asher made clear to the House

of Commons Public Bill Committee

considering the Energy Bill just what

such a strategy would need to

address. Essential to the strategy

should be action to reform PPM prices

and for social tariffs delivered by all

companies that adhere to clear

minimum standards.

A powerful coalition
emerges

Over the year we have worked closely

with a powerful coalition of

organisations to persuade

government and others to take the

necessary measures so every

household in Britain can afford to

keep warm in winter.

energywatch and our coalition

partners have made sure fuel poverty

is at the centre of the political agenda.

Allan Asher

“I fear that for the Committee, this is
one of the last chances. If Parliament
says to suppliers, ‘We think that two
doing something and one doing a
little bit is enough’, the good social
tariffs that we see in the market will
soon disappear. Companies will get
the view that all is okay, and they can
go home until next time.”

Energy Bill committee 5 February
2008

Mandatory standards for social tariffs

End to exploitative prepayment rates

Reversal of the cut to the warm front budget

Increased winter fuel payments and similar support for
households eligible for cold weather payments
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The ability to make
sustainable choices either in
energy use or in choice of
supplier has become ever
more important to
consumers, but not
significantly easier.

Global audit

Domestic consumers are responsible

for more than 40 per cent of CO2

emissions in the UK. Last year

energywatch wanted to understand

how consumers could be engaged at

the beginning of carbon reduction

programmes and not just at the end -

as an afterthought.

energywatch commissioned Breaking

Trends™ to undertake fieldwork and

analysis in Asia, Europe and the US,

including over 50 interviews with a

wide range of experts and policy

analysts. The aim was to pull together

a spectrum of initiatives that

consumers, governments and utilities

are undertaking to promote

behaviour change in relation to using

energy more efficiently.

The film that resulted will enable

other agencies to draw on lessons

from some of the most innovative

schemes across the planet.

Research commissioned by

energywatch from Orb found that by

far the majority of consumers wanted

to conserve energy but were likely to

be overestimating what they were

achieving and underestimating what

they could achieve. Fifty-two  per cent

thought they were doing all that they

could to conserve energy.

Giving people smarter
options

In 2004 energywatch ignited the

debate on smarter metering, arguing

that new metering technology was an

essential element in solutions for

better customer service, fairer

prepayment tariffs and for consumers

to be in control of their energy use.

Ulla Galn - Green Tupperware Heroine

One example from the audit was Ulla Galn, the ‘switch to a green
energy supplier’ party organiser, from Germany. In early 2006 Ulla
changed to a green power supplier and, in order to motivate others to
do the same, she organised ‘switch to green power’ parties. From
humble beginnings in her kitchen, the idea quickly became a nation-
wide movement hiring convert halls for her parties. In August 2007,
Ulla was awarded the German Climate Protection Prize for her
extraordinary commitment and achievements.

I do all I can to conserve energy

I try to conserve energy 
but sometimes leave appliances on

I don’t have any interest 
in conserving energy

4

52

44

Consumers want to make sustainable choices

Source: Orb research for energywatch 2007
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As the debate moved on,

energywatch commissioned an

assessment of the benefits of smarter

metering to consumers. The results

suggested that smarter meters would

clearly benefit consumers, suppliers

and Government carbon emission

targets.

Over the last twelve months

energywatch has won the consumer

argument for smarter metering.

Uniquely energywatch, Utility Week

and the Energy Retail Association

joined forces in a Look Smart

campaign to get the smart meter

rollout, rolling. In quick succession the

Prime Minister and two secretaries of

state supported the introduction of

smarter metering in all homes.

Ask consumers what 
they want

Over the year we have pored over

cost benefit analyses, tested economic

models, calculated the benefits to

consumers and debated the vehicles

for implementation. At every stage

we have been driven by what would

benefit consumers.

In December energywatch received

the first results from a MORI research

to investigate the impact of smarter

metering, particularly on vulnerable

groups.

What became clear was that a one

size solution will not deliver the same

results for consumers with different

priorities and concerns. However,

most participants wanted transparent

information which did not lead to a

loss in control over their energy

supply, but rather empowered them

to alter their consumption as they 

saw fit.

The next stage of that research will

see what consumers who can

experience smart meters in operation

say about whether they have

transformed the way they use energy.

Consumers want better
information on energy use.

A guy rings me up, he says, read
your meter. I said, oh fine, it’s
772776. He said, oh very good.
Great. I’m none the bloody wiser
to be quite honest.

London 

It just cuts out the guessing
game, doesn’t it, really?

Manchester

The problem we’ve been
discussing is the fact that we
don’t understand either what
we’re spending or what we’re
spending it on.

London

Consumer Benefit
Average £/meter/year

Electricity Gas

Direct – energy saving £6.3 - £12.6 £8.6 - £17.4

- time of use tariff £14.5 -

- avoiding PPM penalty 1 £6.3 £6.3

- improved billing and 
customer transfer *

£1.3 £1.3

- import/export facilities *1 £2.3 -

- reduced meter reads * £0.5 £0.5

Indirect from Energy Supplier &
Distributor

£5.0 £5.0

Social Cost of Carbon £4.2 £8.8

Smarter metering costs and benefits
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The greening of the 
energy market

Green claims are an ever growing

element of marketing. In the energy

market, companies have marketed

green tariffs to consumers who are

keen to make sustainable choices.

However, consumers are faced with a

lack of consistent information about

what can be described as ‘green’, ‘low

carbon’ or ‘renewable.’ energywatch

has argued for straight forward

information on bills and marketing

materials that would give consumers

vital details of the fuel mix of their

tariff – what percentage of their

electricity supply had been generated

from renewable, fossil or nuclear fuel.

This fuel mix information would allow

those consumers who want greener

choices to put pressure on suppliers

to improve the renewable content of

their energy supply.

Getting rid of the
greenwash

In October 2007 energywatch and the

National Consumer Council revealed

just how difficult it was to track down

the ‘greenness’ of green tariffs. It was

impossible for consumers to discover

if green tariff premiums actually

resulted in additional renewable

energy being sourced. energywatch

and the NCC demanded independent

accreditation for green tariffs.

energywatch produced a guide to all

the green tariffs currently available.

As there is no independent

accreditation the guide did not

evaluate a tariff’s ‘greenness’ but it did

provide useful and comparable

information about each tariff, helping

to show the gap between green hype

and brown reality.

energywatch has worked with the

Energy Saving Trust, Renewable

Energy Association and the National

Consumer Council to compel energy

companies to provide consumers with

information about the renewable and

carbon content of their electricity

supply. This would bring clarity for all

consumers, not just those of ‘green

tariffs’.

orb research

Research for energywatch by
Orb market research showed
that while a third of consumers
claim to be aware that some
energy suppliers offer ‘green
tariffs’ it is clear that very few
know what they entail. Most
commonly people assume that
a ‘green tariff’ involves the
provision of energy from
renewable sources but almost
half are happy to admit they
know nothing about them.

Categories of green tariff

a green electricity supply tariff where the supplier guarantees that
the electricity it sells is covered by the electricity it buys from
renewable sources, backed by the necessary contractual evidence.

a green energy fund tariff where the supplier invests the premium
consumers pay into renewable energy or other environmental
projects. In some cases the company matches its customers’
contributions.

a carbon offset tariff where the supplier offers to offset the CO2
emitted by the consumer’s electricity and gas supply – by planting
trees or by investing in other CO2 - reducing projects in the UK or
developing countries.

William Baker, Strategic
Development Manager

“Some green tariffs do what
they say. Others get close to a
con. But it’s not enough to
expose the fraudulent.
Consumers need clear
guidance to be confident in
making ‘green’ choices.”
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We have also commissioned Futerra

Sustainability Communications to

produce a ‘greenwash guide’ to

suppliers’ marketing claims. The

report is expected to help consumers

critically evaluate suppliers’ claims,

provide advice to suppliers on how to

improve the accuracy of their

advertising and make

recommendations for improved

regulation from Ofgem and bodies

such as the Advertising Standards

Authority.

Linking innovation to
vulnerable households

Feed-in tariff research

In Germany, feed-in tariffs to support

renewable energy have led to a

dramatic growth in renewable

electricity generation, particularly

from domestic consumers. Indeed 

90 per cent of investment in

renewable generation in Germany

now comes from outside the energy

industry.

energywatch has joined forces with

the Renewable Energy Association

and Friends of the Earth to campaign

for the introduction of a small scale

feed in tariff to the British energy

market. energywatch has highlighted

how the tariff could potentially play a

valuable role in tackling fuel poverty.

For example, energywatch has worked

with housing associations to show

how the initiative could, in the words

of one association, “revolutionise the

sector’s ability to deliver renewables and

tackle fuel poverty/reduce carbon.”

Small scale renewables, together with

solid wall insulation, represent the

only physical solution to tackling fuel

poverty among households living in

‘hard to treat’ housing off the gas

network and/or built with solid walls.

To support this work energywatch

commissioned work into the

feasibility of a feed-in tariff to support

small scale renewables in Britain. The

study, a joint project with Friends of

the Earth, focused on the implications

of feed-in tariffs for consumers,

particularly those on low incomes

unable to afford the capital

investment required to install micro-

generation. It will report in summer

2008.

Supplier Obligation

energywatch joined an ‘expert group’,

coordinated by the Government’s

Sustainable Development

Commission, to work up proposals on

the Supplier Obligation which will

replace the Energy Efficiency

Commitment in 2011.

The Commission will ‘test’ the

proposals on consumers to gauge

initial reactions and then use the

findings to help shape Defra’s

proposals on the Obligation. We were

able to persuade the Commission to

make ‘equity’ one of the key criteria

for assessing proposals.
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Welsh Assembly elections in
May 2007 presented another
opportunity for energywatch
Wales to build on the success
of our Power to Change
publication and push for the
Welsh Assembly Government
to engage on the key issues
for Welsh energy consumers.

Fuel poverty

Unsurprisingly, the Welsh Assembly

Government’s publication of their

Living in Wales data showed that fuel

poverty in Wales had almost doubled

between 2004–2006. energywatch

successfully pressed the Assembly

Government to develop a formula for

calculating the impact of price rises

on fuel poverty similar to the systems

used in England and Scotland. The

Living in Wales report stated that a 10

per cent price increase would push an

extra 48,000 homes into fuel poverty.

In light of the report, energywatch

Wales supported a second Assembly

debate on fuel poverty to keep the

issue firmly on the political agenda.

National Director Wendy Davies gave

evidence to the Welsh Assembly’s

Sustainability Committee inquiry on

energy efficiency and fuel poverty in

October and was invited to appear

before the committee again in April

2008.

Price and switching

As in the rest of Great Britain,

spiralling energy prices dominated

debates on the welfare of energy

consumers in Wales. energywatch

Wales ran three effective campaigns 

among stakeholders and in the media

to ram home the consequences of

high energy prices.

Prepayment Meter (PPM)
differentials

The revelation that the greatest price

difference between prepayment and

online tariffs in Wales was £306 was

greeted with incredulity. energywatch

Wales worked closely with cross party

Assembly Members to table a

Statement of Opinion condemning

the practice of making significant

excess revenue each year from some

of the most low income consumers.

They were also supportive in raising

awareness of the price differentials in

the local and national media to alert

PPM customers to the price premium

levied on them.

Switching campaign 

Minister for Sustainability,

Environment and Housing, Jane

Davidson AM, launched an

energywatch Wales campaign to

encourage Welsh consumers to make

savings by switching supplier and,

where possible, payment method

away from using expensive PPMs to a

cheaper payment method.

energywatch Wales used regional

data to target consumers in North and

South Wales and provide them with

up to date, accurate pricing

information to help them switch to

the cheapest deal.

The Welsh Assembly Government’s

Keep Well this Winter road shows

provided a great opportunity to get

advice on reducing energy bills out to

thousands of consumers and alert

them to grants and help available to

bring down their bills and make their

homes more energy efficient.

Electricity prices in Wales

Independent research commissioned

by energywatch Wales into high

electricity prices exposed the

significant premium paid by Welsh

consumers compared with English

consumers. The report showed that

Welsh consumers are paying £19

million more for their electricity.

energywatch Wales – key data

Number of cases received –
14,903

Total compensation – £503,213 

Average annual energy bill in
Wales – £1072 in 2008 risen
from £572 in 2003 

Households in fuel poverty:

2004 – 130,000

2006 – 250,000

2008 – 300,000 (estimated)

Average price differences in
Wales at March 2008
Difference between

Online direct debit and PPM -
£219

Difference between

Direct debit and PPM - £135
Difference between

Standard Credit and PPM - £51
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In May 2007 the political
landscape in Scotland
changed dramatically.

A practical consequence was that

parliamentary committees were less

preoccupied with legislative scrutiny

and more willing to look at issues that

impact on Scottish consumers. As in

Wales and England the impact of

higher energy prices was a significant

topic for debate.

Shaping the fuel poverty
debate

Fuel Poverty Inquiry

Working with partners, we persuaded

the Local Government and

Communities Committee to

undertake an inquiry into fuel poverty

in Scotland. In evidence to the

Committee we were able to highlight

issues of particular relevance to

consumers in Scotland that needed to

be reflected in a national fuel poverty

strategy.

energywatch participated in a formal

roundtable discussion to help develop

the work plan of the Economy, Energy

and Tourism committee. As a result

the Committee undertook to carry out

a broader inquiry into energy in

Scotland including issues such as

micro-generation, smarter metering

and energy efficiency.

Throughout the year we have ensured

that Members of the Scottish

Parliament and MP’s engage with

issues that affect energy consumers.

Motions were set down in the Scottish

Parliament highlighting the benefits

of smart meters and criticising the

differential between Prepayment

meter tariffs and online tariffs. We

have had a key role in engaging MP’s

in debates at Westminster on social

tariffs, smart meters and the future of

complaint handling 

Affecting change through
partnership

energywatch Scotland continued to

work with others to bring about

improvements in the welfare of

Scottish energy consumers.

In particular:

Working with members of the old
Fuel Poverty Forum to re-establish
an independently chaired forum to
advise Government on the
development of fuel poverty
policy.

Supporting the establishment of a
children’s fuel poverty coalition
who have been pressing
Government to target the central
heating programme at low income
families with no heating.

Becoming members of the
steering group for the Energy
Efficiency and Microgeneration
Bill. energywatch worked with the
sponsor Sarah Boyack MSP to
ensure that the promotion of
microgeneration technologies
benefit those living on low
incomes, in hard to treat homes
and in fuel poverty.

Delivering service in
partnership

energywatch works with other groups

to establish strong referral pathways

and disseminate energy advice to

specific groups of consumers. In the

context of energywatch closing in

2008 this has been a growing part of

energywatch Scotland work over the

year.

A focus for this work was a

Stakeholder Information Day in

November which provided an

opportunity to hear directly from

partners how energywatch could best

share expertise in the lead up to

closure. The feedback was valuable to

help agencies and the new Scottish

Consumer Council prepare for

October 2008 in a way that

strengthens the partnerships between

consumer advocates and other

organisations in Scotland’s civil

society.

The fuel poverty conditions in
Scotland

high energy prices

third of homes off the gas
network

third of homes with solid
walls

climatic issues

energywatch Scotland has
worked with:

West of Scotland Seniors forum

Energy Efficiency Advice Centres 

Care & Repair

SCARF

Pension Service 

Deaf Connections 

North Ayrshire & East Kilbride
Disability forums

Glasgow Housing Association
Open Day for the Elderly 

Easterhouse Silver Deal Open
Day

Older Persons Empowerment
Network Open Day 

Age Concern Roadshow
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Key Performance Indicator Target Achieved

Consumers satisfied or very satisfied with our service 80% 83%

Complaints resolved within 35 working days of receipt 80% 84%

Complaints resolved within 66 working days of receipt 90% 95%

Enquiries resolved within 10 working days 95% 98%

Telephone calls answered 90% 93%

Telephone calls answered within 30 seconds 85% 87%

Other areas of performance, which are not captured as Key Performance indicators,
compare well against those for 2006–07.

Non-KPI indicators 2006-07 2007-08

Compensation and bill reductions £7,594,477 £9,729,616

Average compensation per complaint resolved £119 £114

Cases against energywatch 476 288

Cases against energywatch replied in 10 working days 100% 100%

Number of answers viewed on our online ‘ask a question’ 212,000 225,881

Number of unique visitors to energywatch.org.uk 663,335 858,295*

* only from May 2007 due to change in reporting software.
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